I consider a directed search model with population uncertainty. Buyers and sellers are randomly drawn from independent Poisson distributions. This provides a simple justi…cation for the usual equilibrium selection where only symmetric randomizations by buyers are considered, because any equilibrium is payo¤ equivalent to the symmetric continuation equilibrium. The Poisson assumption also makes the model more tractable, making it possible to handle entry, which is di¢ cult with a …xed …nite set of sellers. I also demonstrate that the Poisson model belongs to a more general class of models in which prices are strategic complements and equilibria are unique.
Introduction
In models of directed search there are no search frictions in the traditional sense. Instead, the frictions arise because there is a chance that more buyers show up at a given location than the seller has the capacity to serve. Buyers therefore trade o¤ the price with the probability of trading when deciding which seller to visit, which generates some market power for the sellers. However, if n buyers observe prices posted by m di¤erent sellers a coordination problem is created for the buyers and unless one seller posts a deal that is so much better than that of the the other sellers that all buyers visit the same seller, there is multiplicity of continuation equilibria. That is, with two buyers and two sellers posting prices not too far apart, buyer 1 may visit seller 1(2) for sure and buyer 2(1) may visit seller 2 for sure, or both buyers may randomize. As shown in Burdett et al [2] this makes it possible to support a continuum of prices in equilibrium.
To get predictive power the literature that follows focuses on equilibria where all buyers follow the same continuation strategy after any posted prices (which is ine¢ cient). This is usually justi…ed with informal arguments suggesting that coordination is di¢ cult, in particular in large markets, but a more formal justi…cation can be found in Bland and Loertscher [1] .
The innovation of this paper is to introduce population uncertainty into an otherwise standard directed search model. 1 That is, it is assumed that there is a set of types of sellers T and a set of types of buyers C: Population uncertainty means that the number of any type buyer or seller is a random variable. In standard game theory beliefs are formulated as a distinct randomization for each player. This cannot be the case with population uncertainty, as players cannot be aware of each other's identities. Instead, players are aware of the possible types and their corresponding probability distributions. It cannot be perceived that two individuals of the same type behave di¤erently as others cannot distinguish them, which implies that all players of the same type must randomize in the same way over the available actions. Indeed, this is the reason for introducing T and C in the …rst place. Without these type spaces, which are assumed payo¤ irrelevant in this paper, symmetry would be an assumption, whereas non-trivial type spaces allow for coordination where, say, blue buyers go to blue sellers and red buyers go to red sellers.
The tractability of the model considered in this paper comes from assuming that the number of each type of buyer and seller are draws from independent Poisson distributions. As discussed in Myerson [19] , [20] the Poisson distribution has a number of unique properties. It satis…es the aggregation property, meaning that sums of independent Poisson distributions are distributed Poisson. It also satis…es the decomposition property, which says that if the number of players of type t is Poisson with parameter and that players of type t pick some action with probability p, then the number of type t players picking the action is a Poisson with parameter p: Finally, the Poisson distribution generates environmental equivalence, implying that players have the same beliefs over the distribution of others as the ex ante beliefs of an outside observer. These properties are all unique to the Poisson distribution, but if players are generated as the sum of many independent random variables the result is approximately Poisson, so the Poisson may be a good approximation in many circumstances.
The most important result of the paper comes more or less directly from these three properties of the Poisson distribution. I show that it is without loss of generality to focus on equilibria where every type of buyer follows the same strategy. There are also more "coordinated" continuation equilibria where some type buyers are more likely to visit certain sellers than others, but all such continuation equilibria are payo¤ equivalent to the one where every type buyer follows the same randomization. Because of this payo¤ equivalence it is now impossible to construct equilibria that punishes or rewards sellers by selecting di¤erent types of continuation equilibria depending on which prices are posted. The indeterminacy result in Burdett et al [2] therefore disappears. As far as I know there are no results along these lines in either the directed search literature or the existing literature on Poisson games.
While the most important contribution is to justify the use of symmetric randomizations, the setup with Poisson distributed players also improve tractability relative to the case with a known set of players, much like in the literature on strategic voting. In some sense, it is a compromise between the standard market utility models, where agents live in a continuum, and standard …nite models. 2 Market utility models are usually tractable because no decision of any agent can change the utility of other players, but this comes at the cost of making it conceptually awkward to ask what happens if a single agent deviates from the equilibrium path. To build in sequential rationality it is therefore necessary to use various tricks, such as asking what would happen if a small measure of …rms were to deviate and then take the limit as this measure approaches zero. This has led some researchers to ask what the game theoretic foundations of the market utility approach, as seen in Peters [21] , [22] , Julien et al [10] , Burdett et al [2] , Lester [12] , and Galenianos and Kircher [5] and others. I believe the setup with Poisson distributed players could be very useful in pushing this frontier further because of its increased tractability. In this paper, I show that an otherwise rather intractable entry problem can be dealt with, and I suspect that there are many other applications.
Naively, the problem of handling entry with a …nite set of agents may appear rather uninteresting. One may think that an indi¤erence condition from a continuum model could be replaced by a condition that says that the entry cost must be in between the equilibrium seller pro…t and the hypothetical equilibrium pro…t in case an extra seller enters. This is not always the case. The reason is that the pro…t that a …rm makes when m other …rms enter is higher when the …rm enters the market unexpectedly compared to the case when the other m …rms expect the …rm to enter. 3 For this reason, equilibria with pure entry strategies generally fail to exist and mixed strategies are di¢ cult to deal with. In contrast, an essentially unique equilibrium is remarkably simple to characterize with Poisson distributed sellers. In equilibrium, all sellers that enter the market post the same price. The price is strictly decreasing in the entry probability, and the equilibrium is essentially unique in that the average entry probability is determined uniquely by a zero pro…t condition. Taking the limit as the number of buyers and sellers goes to in…nity, the equilibrium 2 Market utility models assume that each participant optimizes given some measure of aggregate market conditions as opposed to explicitly strategic models. See Montgomery [?] and Moen [?] 3 The only paper I am aware of that deals with this is Geromichalos [6] .
approaches the market utility benchmark. A more or less direct consequence of using the Poisson distribution is that the (expected) matching function delivered from the equilibrium analysis satis…es constant returns to scale. In contrast, the matching function generated from a model with m sellers and n buyers exhibits decreasing returns to scale, although it converges to a constant returns function as m and n tend to in…nity. This has interesting implications for the model with entry. It has been shown by Levin and Smith [14] that coordination losses increase with the number of potential entrants, even when actual entry stays the same. In contrast, the equilibrium in this paper's model with entry is invariant to the expected number of sellers as long as not every potential seller enters for sure.
The paper also provides a considerable generalization of results found in Galenianos and Kircher [5] and Kim and Camera [11] . These papers follow the standard approach and assume a symmetric randomization, but allow for a more ‡exible meeting technology than that in the applied literature. In the Poisson setup, the symmetric randomization is a result, but otherwise it …ts into the structure of these papers. I improve upon these papers in two ways. Firstly, I demonstrate that the pro…t function for a seller is strictly concave in the relevant range without using di¤erentiability, which is also an expositional improvement as the proof is more instructive. Secondly, I show that the reduced form game generated from the sequentially rational (symmetric) randomizations is a supermodular game under somewhat more general conditions than those considered in Galenianos and Kircher [5] . This is useful because supermodular games have a smallest and largest equilibrium, so existence of pure strategy equilibria is immediate.
Additionally, pro…t functions are strictly concave when restricting the domain to prices in between the smallest and largest equilibria mixed strategy equilibria can be ruled out. I also demonstrate that equilibria are unique under conditions that are almost the same as in Galenianos and Kircher [5] and Kim and Camera [11] , but slightly more general. The main value of this result may be the methodology. After ruling out mixed strategies and showing concavity of the pro…t function, the proof of uniqueness turns out to be a simple inspection of a …rst order condition that must hold in equilibrium. Finally, the supermodularity allows a test for uniqueness also when the pro…t function fails to be concave in the range where buyers visit with positive probability: if one (say, by direct computation) can show that there is a unique symmetric equilibrium, then this is also the unique equilibrium of the model (also allowing for mixed strategies). Hence, this result expands the set of environments with unique equilibria (within the class where buyers follow symmetric continuation strategies) relative Kim and Camera [11] and provides a simple test that can be useful in applications.
The Model
The model is a variant of Burdett et al. [2] where buyers and sellers are drawn from a Poisson distribution, and where sellers face a non-trivial entry decision. Each seller is endowed with an indivisible object she attaches no value to, but that all buyers value at 1.
1. First, nature draws s potential sellers and b buyers. Players do not have unique names, but I allow for observable payo¤ irrelevant characteristics that potentially can be used as coordinating devices. Formally, let t 2 T = f1; ::::; T g be a generic seller type and c 2 C = f1; ::::; Cg be a generic buyer type. It is assumed that the number of type t sellers is a draw from a Poisson with expected value m t and the number of type c buyers are drawn from a Poisson with expected value n c : The number of type t (c) sellers (buyers) is independent from the number of t 0 sellers or c 0 buyers for any (t; t 0 ; c 0 ) or (c; t 0 ; c 0 ) : As adding two independent Poisson distributions generates a new Poisson distribution with an expectation equal to the sum of the expectations we have that m = P t2T m t is the expected number of potential sellers in the market and n = P c2C n c is the expected number of buyers.
2. Each potential seller decides whether or not to enter the market. Conditional on entry sellers post prices. Entry and price posting is assumed to be simultaneous, so sellers cannot condition prices on the number of other sellers or the distribution of types. Additionally, the realized number and distribution of types for the buyers is assumed to be unobservable to all players, and therefore noncontractable. A seller that enters pays utility cost k 2 (0; 1) :
3. Buyers that are "born"observe how many sellers of each type are in the market and the price posted by each seller. A randomized strategy for a buyer is thus a probability distribution over which seller to visit, which is allowed to depend the identity of the seller (not just the seller type) and the type of the buyer. 4 4. If at least one buyer visits a seller one of the visiting buyers is chosen randomly to receive the good at the posted price.
The Poisson Assumption Justi…es Lack of Coordination
In directed search models with a …nite set of agents there is a plethora of equilibria that can be supported by buyers coordinating on qualitatively di¤erent continuation equilibria after di¤erent price vectors posted by the sellers. Almost all of the literature, however, focuses on the case where buyers play a symmetric mixed strategy after any history of prices posted. This approach is typically justi…ed by arguing that coordination is hard in large anonymous markets. An important contribution of this paper is that having players being randomly drawn from a Poisson distribution justi…es using symmetric mixed strategies for the buyers. 4 The asymmetry between buyers and sellers at this stage occurs because, following standard assumptions in the directed search literature, the buyers observe all sellers, their types, and their prices. Hence, sellers have ex post "identities". In contrast, buyers'choices are made under the veil of ignorance about the realized number and buyer types.
Strategies and Equilibrium
A pure strategy of a seller is a type speci…c price and entry decision, that is, a map : T ! f0; 1g R + where 1 (t) = 1 means that the seller enters and 2 (t) is the price posted by a type t seller. It will be shown later on that no equilibria exist where sellers randomize over prices, whereas mixed strategies will be useful to deal with the entry decisions.
All buyers observe the types of the sellers that have entered the market and the price of each entrant. Hence, a typical history observed by a buyer is a vector ((p 1 ; t 1 ) ; ::::; (p s ; t s )) where 1; ::::; s are (ex post) labels for the entering sellers and t j is the type of seller j = 1; :::; s: We notice that the seller type is redundant as it is irrelevant whether the index j is a number-type pair or just a number. Hence, we may simplify notation slightly and describe a buyer continuation strategy as a map : C R s + ! s ; where we write p s = (p 1 ; :::; p s ) for a generic con…guration of prices when s sellers is in the market and where j (c; p s ) denotes the probability that a type c buyer visits seller j when p s are the posted prices.
In order to write down the appropriate payo¤ functions we …rst need to appeal to some properties of the Poisson distribution. 5 Firstly, as mentioned above, it satis…es the aggregation property, meaning that a sum of independent Poisson random variables with parameters ( 1 ; ::::; r ) is distributed Poisson with parameter P r j=1 j :This is seen by noting that for any positive k we have that
(1) where the …rst equality uses the convolution formula for discrete random variables and the fact that
is the probability of x i = k, the second equality is algebra, and the …nal equality is the binomial expansion.
Somewhat less known is what Myerson [19] refers to as the decomposition property of the Poisson distribution. To explain this property it is useful to phrase it in terms of population uncertainty, so that the number of agents is a Poisson with parameter : Also, suppose that each agent in the population is randomly assigned some characteristic with probability : Then, the probability distribution over the number of agents with the characteristic is a Poisson with parameter : This follows because for any k = 0; 1:::the probability that k agents have the characteristic conditional on there being v agents comes from a binomial with parameters and v: The unconditional probability is thus,
Finally, the Poisson distribution satis…es what Myerson [19] calls environmental equivalence. This means that if the number of players is a Poisson with mean , then the probability distribution over the number of players for an outside observer is the same as the probability distribution over the number of other players for a player (of any type) in the game. In other words, being present in the game provides no information about the distribution of the other players. No other probability distribution satis…es this property. 6 To see how this is a remarkable property, note that there are two competing e¤ects at play. Being a player is evidence in favor of there being more players than initially thought. In addition, being a player is also evidence in favor of there being fewer players other than oneself. The remarkable consequence of the Poisson assumption is that these two e¤ects exactly cancel each other out.
Buyer Optimality Conditions
Now, consider a history summarized (without loss of generality) by price vector p s = (p 1 ; ::::; p s ) and consider an arbitrary buyer continuation : C R s + ! s : By the decomposition property we have that arrivals of type c buyers at seller with ex post index j is a Poisson with mean j (c; p s ) n c . By the aggregation property the total number of buyers arriving at j is a Poisson with mean P c2C j (c; p s ) n c and by environmental equivalence this Poisson is also the perceived distribution over total arrivals at j for any buyer of any type. Given that sellers treat buyers equally when more than one buyer arrives, the probability of trading for a buyer who visits j is
Moreover, again from the environmental equivalence property of the Poisson, the sellers expect arrivals in accordance with the same Poisson distributions that buyers use for arrivals of other buyers, so the expected payo¤ for seller (with ex post index) j is 7
We can now formally de…ne a continuation equilibrium: 6 See Theorem 2 in Myerson [19] . 7 Environmental equivalence also plays a role in Lester [13] where it is called independence.
De…nition 1
The buyer visitation strategy : C R s + ! s is a continuation equilibrium strategy if
for each pair (i; j) such that there exists c; c 0 with i (c; p s ) > 0 and j (c 0 ; p s ) > 0 and if
if i (c; p s ) = 0 for every c 2 C and j (c 0 ; p s ) > 0 for some c 0 2 C Given this characterization of the continuation equilibrium payo¤s our …rst result is almost immediate.
Proposition 1 Suppose that : C R s
+ ! s is a continuation equilibrium buyer strategy. Then there exists a symmetric equilibrium continuation strategy b : Proof. For any s; p s ; j 2 f1; :::; sg ; and c 2 C consider the randomization probability
which (again using the decomposition and aggregation properties) generates arrival rate
Hence, the seller payo¤ in (4) is unchanged as are the buyer payo¤s in (5) and (6) .Thus, b :
Therefore, neither buyers nor sellers can do any better or worse by conditioning on payo¤ irrelevant buyer characteristics. In the remainder of the paper I therefore assume that the buyers follow a symmetric mixed strategy following any posted prices, which is without loss of generality in terms of equilibrium payo¤s. Note the contrast between this result and the characterization of continuation equilibria in Peters [21] , Burdett et al [2] and other directed search papers with a …xed …nite set of players. In these papers there is always multiplicity of equilibria following histories where a randomized continuation equilibrium exists, and the equilibria are not payo¤ equivalent because they di¤er in degree of coordination. As pointed out in Burdett et al [2] this implies that a continuum of price vectors can be supported as equilibria by having the buyers punishing and rewarding the sellers by coordinating on qualitatively di¤erent continuation equilibria following di¤erent price vectors. In contrast, in the current model such punishments and rewards are inconsistent with sequential rationality, and we can, without loss of generality, focus on equilibria where all buyers follow the same continuation strategy after any history.
For simplicity of notation we de…ne G ( ) = 1 e n = n and, abusing previous notation, we now write : R s + ! s and j (p s ) for a buyer symmetric visitation strategy. The conditions for a buyer symmetric continuation equilibrium are then that
holds if j (p s ) > 0 and i (p s ) > 0 and that
Generalizing the Non-Coordination Result
For ease of notation, Proposition 1 is stated and proved in the context of the simple setup with representative buyers and sellers that will be considered for the remainder of the paper. However, it should be clear that it is much more general. Consider the case with "principals" posting some contracts (having the role of the sellers above) and agents responding to these contracts by randomizing over where to visit. Provided that rationing can only depend on payo¤ relevant agent characteristics (such as productive versus unproductive workers), it is just a matter of creating more notation to show that it is without loss to assume that agents with no payo¤ relevant di¤erences will visit any given principal with the same probability. Qualitatively, the argument is identical.
Seller Optimality Conditions
An equilibrium consists of a type dependent entry strategy = ( 1 ; :::; T ) and a price vector p = (p 1 ; ::::; p T ) that is optimal given the buyer continuation equilibrium strategies. In contrast to buyers, sellers face uncertainty both with the respect of the number of buyers and sellers, which makes it necessary to keep track of the number of entering sellers of each type in order to formulate the expected pro…t function for a seller.
To accomplish this, consider the problem for a seller. Let I = (I 1 ; :::; I T ) be a generic ex post "entry vector" so that I t denotes the number of type t sellers (other than the seller under consideration if of the same type). We then know from the analysis of the buyer continuation strategies that if the seller enters posting a price p, then the probability of a visit depends only on the price and not on the type as otherwise the conditions in (9) cannot hold. We can therefore write (p; p ; I) for the probability that a buyer visits a seller posting price p provided that other sellers stick to the hypothetical equilibrium price vector p = (p 1 ; ::::; p T ) and that the entry of other types is described by I = (I 1 ; :::; I T ) 2 N T :
By the Poisson decomposition property, if type t enters with probability t the number of type t sellers in the market is Poisson distributed with expectation t m t and by environmental equivalence this is also the perceived distribution over other sellers entering for any individual seller contemplating entry, so the net expected pro…t of a seller that enters can be written as
:::::
What is remarkable about (10) is that all potential entrants face the same optimization problem for every entry strategy = ( 1 ; :::; T ) and price vector p = (p 1 ; ::::; p T ) : That is, symmetric models often have symmetric equilibria, but in models with role identi…cation, symmetry is lost outside the equilibrium, while in the current model with random sellers even the best responses are symmetric. Hence, if we can argue that best responses are unique, it is immediate that any equilibrium is symmetric, and if we in addition can guarantee the pro…t to be concave, then the equilibrium is unique. Thus, it is necessary to investigate the properties of p 1 e (p;p ;I)n , which is done in the next section.
General Properties of The Demand System in Directed Search
For the purposes of this section, I will treat G ( ) as a generic matching probability for the buyer as a function of the probability that a buyer visits the seller. Leading examples are G ( ) = 1 e n = n , the main case in this paper, and G ( ) = 1 (1 ) n =n as in Burdett et al [2] and most other papers considering …nite models, but there are many other possibilities (see Galenianos and Kircher [5] for a number of other examples). As the number of active sellers is kept …xed through this analysis we abuse previous notation and write p for a generic price vector. We note that a requirement for buyer and seller matching probabilities to be consistent is that
where in equilibrium f j (p)g s j=1 satis…es P s j=1 j (p) = 1 and 0 j (p) 1 for each j and solves
for j (p) > 0; and i (p) > 0 and
if j (p) > 0; and i (p) = 0. We …rst establish that there is a unique solution to the demand system de…ned by (12) and (13) for any reasonable choice of G :
Proposition 2 Suppose that G is continuous and strictly decreasing and …x any p: Then, the system of randomization probabilities de…ned by the equalities in (12) and inequalities in (13) has a unique solution f j (p)g s j=1 Moreover;
A proof is in the appendix, where the case with corners is dealt with carefully. The idea is rather simple though, and may be understood from considering the case in which prices are such that all sellers are visited with positive probability. First, suppose there is non-uniqueness. Then, the probability of a visit must be strictly larger at one seller and strictly lower at some other seller when comparing two equilibria. Thus, buyers are strictly worse o¤ visiting one seller in the …rst equilibrium than in the second equilibrium, and buyers are strictly better o¤ visiting some other seller in the …rst equilibrium. Obviously, this is inconsistent with the indi¤erence conditions in (12) being satis…es in both equilibria. Extending the argument to deal with the case when not all sellers are visited requires a little bit of work, but the key idea is unchanged as the non-uniqueness implies that all buyers strictly prefer one continuation equilibrium to the other, which is impossible. This monotonicity is also what underlies the monotone comparative statics results in Proposition 2.
Hence, we now know that if there is a given set of sellers j = f1; :::; sg , then the pro…t for each seller given any p is determined as the unique solution f j (p)g s j=1 to (12) and (13) . Additionally, (11) implies that the pro…t function in this more general case (still assuming that the set of sellers is given) is of the form
where we have also generalized the pro…t relative to basic symmetric seller setup by assuming that the pro…t conditional on a successful match is h j (p j ) rather than p j : This allows for di¤erent sellers having di¤erent unit costs and various other generalizations in which sellers are o¤ering one-dimensional utility promises to buyers. Our next task is to argue that the pro…t function is concave. The main di¢ culty is to guarantee that the visitation probability is concave, which I do as a separate Lemma:
Lemma 1 Suppose that G is strictly decreasing and convex and that 1=G is strictly convex. Then,
This is a slight generalization of Galenianos and Kircher [5] , where the di¤erence is that Lemma 1 doesn't rely on di¤erentiability. Although this di¤erence may not seem important, the logic of the proof in the appendix is arguably considerably easier to follow.
With Lemma 1 in hand it is relatively easy to come up with an additional (and very natural) condition that guarantees that the pro…t in (14) is concave in p j :
Proposition 3 Suppose that G is strictly decreasing and convex and that 1=G is strictly convex and that the product G ( ) is increasing in . Furthermore assume that h j is positive valued, concave and increasing. Then, j (p) G ( j (p)) and therefore also the pro…t function
The added condition that G ( ) is increasing in is not implied by the other restrictions on G, but it is a rather weak condition to impose on the matching technology as the interpretation is that the probability that the seller trades is strictly increasing in the probability that a buyer visits. It appears di¢ cult to come up with examples that one would want to consider that would violate this property. Also note that the restriction that h j is positive valued is without loss of generality as any p j such that h j (p j ) is negative would be strictly dominated. Hence, one may simply restrict the feasible set of prices for the seller to those that generate weakly positive pro…ts if a buyer shows up.
The Di¤erentiable Case
In the case when G is di¤erentiable we have that the indi¤erence conditions (12) imply that
must hold whenever (i; j) are both visited with positive probability. Summing over i 6 = j and rearranging we …nd that if all sellers are visited with positive probability
Substituting back into (15) we also have that the cross derivatives
Adding the assumption that G is twice di¤erentiable we can show that the price setting game implied by the demand system de…ned by (12) and (13) is strictly supermodular. That is, given any p such that 0 < j (p) < 1 and any i 6 = j, the cross derivative is strictly positive.
Proposition 4 Suppose that G is twice di¤ erentiable, strictly decreasing, convex, 1=G is strictly convex, and that G ( ) is strictly increasing in . Also assume that h j is positive valued and increasing. Then, the pro…t function de…ned in (14) satis…es
> 0 over the range where 0 < j (p) < 1 ( and
As is well known from the literature on monotone comparative statics (see Topkis Milgrom and Shannon [15] and Shannon [23] ) a positive cross derivative implies that j satis…es increasing di¤ erences, which means that if p 0 j > p 00 j and p 0 j p 00 j then
I suspect that (18) is also true without di¤erentiability of G, but the proof of Proposition 4 uses the explicit expressions of the derivatives in (16) and (17) to bound a term involving a cross derivative of j (p) : Since p j may without loss be restricted to be in [0; 1] for each player, the payo¤ functions are de…ned on a compact sub-lattice. Additionally, payo¤ functions are obviously continuous in all variables, quasi-supermodularity of j in p j holds trivially, and the increasing di¤erence property (18) is a su¢ cient condition for payo¤ functions to satisfy single crossing Milgrom and Shannon [15] and Shannon [23] . Hence, we can conclude that the reduced form pricing game is a game with strategic complementarities in the sense of Milgrom and Shannon [15] and by applying Theorem 12 we conclude. 89 Proposition 5 Suppose that G is twice di¤ erentiable, strictly decreasing, convex, that 1=G is strictly convex, G ( ) is strictly increasing in , each h j is increasing and positive valued, and consider the simultaneous move game with payo¤ functions given by (14) . Then, for each j there exists a smallest price p j and a largest price p j that survive iterated elimination of strictly dominated strategies. Moreover, p = p 1 ; ::::; p s and p = (p 1 ; ::::; p s ) are Nash equilibria.
Next, note that if the game is symmetric then the largest and smallest equilibria are necessarily symmetric. Hence, multiplicity can occur only if there are multiple symmetric equilibria. Dropping the …rm subscript and writing h (p j ) instead of h j (p j ) and evaluating the …rst order condition at a symmetric equilibrium p = (p ; :::; p ) we have that
after substituting from (16) and evaluating at a symmetric equilibrium. Note that concavity implies that h 0 (p) is decreasing. Moreover,
1 p is a product of two increasing and (in the relevant range) positive valued functions and therefore increasing, and
since G ( ) is strictly increasing, G ( ) > 0; and G 0 ( ) < 0: Taken together this implies that the right hand side in (19) is strictly decreasing as a function of p : Under the additional assumption of weak concavity of h ( ) we can therefore conclude that equilibria are unique in the case with symmetric sellers. The same holds with asymmetric sellers, but the proof involves some more work because one needs to deal with the case with j (p ) 6 = j (p ) : This is done as follows. Suppose that there are multiple equilibria, then, because of supermodularity there is a smallest equilibrium p and a largest equilibrium p ; where p j < p j for each seller: Moreover, the …rst order optimality condition must be satis…ed for each seller in each equilibrium, so that
where
is de…ned in (16) . Inspecting these expressions one notes that the "direct e¤ect" of changing p j (e¤ects that don't work through changes in visitation probabilities) has a monotone e¤ect of the right hand side of the …rst order condition in (21) 
because h j is concave and G ( ) is strictly increasing. Additionally, it follows from G ( ) being strictly increasing and 1=G ( ) being strictly convex that G ( ) is strictly concave, which implies that
for any j such that j (p ) > j (p ) : The only possibility for both conditions in (21) to be satis…ed for every j such that j (p ) > j (p ) is therefore that
for all such sellers. But, again using convexity of 1=G ( ) and p j < p j one can show that this is impossible. See the proof in the appendix for the details.
Proposition 6 Suppose that G is continuously di¤ erentiable, strictly decreasing and convex and that 1=G is strictly convex, that G ( ) is strictly increasing in , that each h j is increasing, positive valued and concave, and consider the simultaneous move game with payo¤ functions given by (14) . Then, there exists a unique equilibrium.
The reader should keep in mind that in the standard model, uniqueness is within the class of equilibria where buyers use identical symmetric continuation strategies. In contrast, the equilibrium is globally unique in the model with Poisson distributed buyers. One can also note that Proposition 5 does not require h j ( ) to be concave, and if one nevertheless can establish a unique symmetric equilibrium (say by a direct computation) then mixed strategies can still be ruled out and the symmetric equilibrium is the only equilibrium in the model. This could be useful in many applications. 10 
Equilibrium with Poisson Buyers and a Fixed Set of Sellers
In this section I consider the case with m sellers who assign a zero reservation value of the product. The reason for this is twofold. Firstly, it allows me to identify why handling entry is di¢ cult with a known …nite set of …rms. Secondly, the analysis illustrates how the setup with Poisson distributed buyers is considerably more tractable than the standard …nite model. The model also provide some useful intuition for the general characterization in Propositions 5 and 6.I
It is easy to check that G( ) = 1 e n n is strictly decreasing, strictly convex, that 1=G ( ) is strictly convex and that G( ) = 1 e n is strictly increasing in : Hence, in the model with Poisson distributed buyers and a given set of sellers labeled j = f1; ::; sg, it follows from Proposition 3 that the pro…t function
is strictly concave in p j in the range where the seller is visited with positive probability. An equilibrium is de…ned along the lines of a subgame perfect equilibrium in a standard dynamic game.
De…nition 2 The pair ( ; p ) with
: R s + ! s and p 2 R s + is an equilibrium (in buyer symmetric continuation strategies) if:
1. The buyer visitation strategy is optimal for each p 2 R s + : That is, for each p the distribution (p) 2 s is the unique randomization satisfying
for each (i; j) such that i (p) > 0 and j (p) > 0 and
for each (i; j) such that i (p) = 0 and j (p) > 0:
2. Seller optimality: p i 2 arg max p i p i 1 e i( p i ;p i )n for each i 2 f1; :::; sg :
Recall that, by Proposition 1, the restriction to symmetric continuation strategies is irrelevant for buyer and seller continuation payo¤s, so the set of prices supportable using symmetric continuation strategies is the same as if allowing di¤erent types coordinate di¤erently.
The Unique Equilibrium
Propositions 5 and 6 apply, so we know that there will a unique equilibrium and that it must be symmetric. This can be understood more intuitively in this more speci…c model as the pro…t function in (23) is strictly concave in the range where …rm j is visited with positive probability. Given any p j there will be some p j (p j ) such that j is visited with positive probability if p j 2 0; p j (p j ) , so it follows that the pro…t function is concave on 0; p j (p j ) : However, the pro…t is ‡at at zero on p j (p j ) ; 1 , while it was decreasing at p j (p j ), which creates a nonconcavity. However, it cannot be a best response to price in a way so that no buyer will visit, so if we restrict attention to pure strategy equilibria this non-concavity is irrelevant. The supermodularity guarantees existence of equilibria in pure strategies, and with a unique pure strategy equilibrium there cannot be any mixed strategy equilibrium since the unique equilibrium is the unique rationalizable strategy.
Hence, the …rst order condition for (23) is necessary and su¢ cient for optimality given a pure pricing strategy pro…le p j by the other sellers: The …rst order condition may be expressed as
is given by (16) with G ( ) = 1 e n = n and
Therefore, in a symmetric equilibrium p with p j = p for each j we have that j (p ) = 1 s for every j and consequently
Substituting j (p) = 
as n; s ! 1 and n s ! : Thus, as one would expect, the unique symmetric equilibrium price converges to the price of a natural continuum analogue of the model as the number of buyers and sellers go out of bounds. Hence, the analysis of symmetric equilibria is qualitatively like in the model considered in Burdett et al [2] and the limiting price is identical, which should be rather intuitive because of the Poisson limit theorem. It should, however, be stressed that the Poisson limit relies on the "law of rare events", that is, each buyer visits a seller with a vanishing probability. This rules out equilibria with coordination, which also exist in the binomial model. In contrast, the price in (27) is the unique symmetric equilibrium price, and by appeal to Proposition 5, the unique equilibrium
The Equilibrium Matching Function
One important point in Burdett et al [2] is that the matching function is an equilibrium object, whereas in traditional search models it is considered a primitive of the model. Moreover, the model's equilibrium matching function derived using symmetric buyer continuation strategies has decreasing returns to scale, which is in stark contrast to the standard search literature that usually assumes constant returns to scale in the matching process. One can note that the closest analogue to an equilibrium matching function in the model with Poisson distributed buyers is 1 e n s = n s ; which satis…es constant returns to scale. The caveat is that this n is the expected number of buyers, so this is the expected matching function, whereas for any realization of the number of buyers the ex post matching function has the same properties as in Burdett et al [2] . 11 
What Drives Uniqueness?
In this section I will use the speci…cs of the Poisson model to discuss the intuition for why the strategic complementarities can be used exploited to get unique equilibria in these models. In the previous literature, the non-concavity in the pro…t function created by the kink at p i (p i ) has been an obstacle. However, the non-concavity is clearly irrelevant in an equilibrium in which all sellers play pure strategies, because attracting no buyers is the worst possible outcome. Indeed, most papers simply restrict attention to equilibria in pure strategies.
Supermoduarity is nice because it immediately establishes existence of pure strategy Nash equilibria, because the least and the largest equilibria are both attained by iterated elimination of strictly dominated strategies. An intuition for this comes from thinking about a symmetric environment. Suppose that we there exists an equilibrium with randomizations, and consider the agent who sets the lowest price with positive probability. This agent will be visited with positive probability irrespective of which prices of the other sellers are realized, so this lowest price must be in the region where there is strict concavity. Hence, it is a global maximizer. Now, consider the other sellers. We know that they all face the same problem as the seller playing the pure strategy except that the roles of the players are switched. But, decreasing the price charged by an opponent decreases the set of maximizers, so these sellers should charge even lower prices.
This symmetry together with the strategic complementarity is also the intuitive reason for uniqueness. Given that equilibria are pure we may write
for the best responses, where we note that j (p j ) is unique by the strict concavity and that j ( ) is strictly increasing in each p k in the range where seller k is visited with positive probability. This can in this case easily be veri…ed directly as G ( ) = 1 e n = n satis…es the conditions in Proposition 4, implying that we can di¤erentiate the …rst order condition associated with (28) with respect to p k to obtain
where the denominator is negative as pro…t functions are strictly concave in the relevant range. Using symmetry and the fact that prices are strategic complements we can now rule out any 1 1 I thank Garth Baughman for clarifying this issue.
asymmetric equilibria. The reasoning is simple: If seller i posts a lower price than seller j then seller i faces a distribution of competing prices that is identical to the one for seller j except that p j is replaced with p i in the best response problem for …rm j: As p i < p j and the best reply is increasing in the price of any competitor, it follows that …rm j should optimally post a lower price, which is a contradiction. It has already been shown by direct calculation in Section 5.1 that there is a unique symmetric equilibrium where all sellers price in accordance with (27), so this proves uniqueness of equilibria. More formally, suppose that p is an equilibrium and that p i > p j : Let p i;j denote all prices but p i and p j and write the equilibrium conditions for i and j as
But the best response functions are identical so that i p i = j p i , so from the fundamental theorem of calculus we obtain
a contradiction.
Entry

Entry with a Known Set of Potential Entrants
There are at least two ways one can approach entry decisions in directed search. One version would be to interpret the entry cost as some sort of investment decision to "set up shop". In this case, it is perfectly reasonable to assume that all entrants pay the entry cost …rst and set prices after costs are sunk and the number of entrants is observed by every seller in the market. Modeling entry in this fashion is completely unproblematic. To see this, de…ne the unique equilibrium pro…t of a seller when m sellers compete as (m) : As is strictly increasing, equilibrium entry is then determined as the unique m satisfying
where K is the cost of entry. However, there are circumstances where this "sunk cost" approach may be inappropriate, so that it makes more sense to make entry and pricing decisions simultaneously. In a more general model where there is market segmentation, it may also be more natural to assume that entry and posting the contract are simultaneous. In such a model the equilibrium entry condition is no longer given by (32). The reason is that if m sellers enter in a candidate equilibrium and an additional seller considers deviating, the relevant optimization problem is to solve
where p (m) is the equilibrium price pro…le with m sellers posting the price in (27). In contrast, if exactly m + 1 sellers enter in equilibrium, each seller best responds to m other sellers posting the equilibrium price with m + 1 sellers posting the price in (27). But, this is a lower price than when m sellers enter, so the surprise entrant solving (33) makes a strictly higher pro…t than if m + 1 sellers enter in equilibrium.
A similar issue arises in models where di¤erent players take on di¤erent roles in equilibrium, such as a …nite version of Galenianos and Kircher [4] . In the simplest version of this model, …rms specialize as high wage or low wage …rms respectively. Assuming a continuum of workers and …rms the equilibrium condition that determines the proportion of high wage …rms is an indi¤erence condition. With a …nite set of …rms, there is again a situation where a deviant …rm that "surprises the market"by switching from one market segment to the other is better o¤ than a …rm that plays an equilibrium against the same set of competitors. This creates a problem because if there is an equilibrium with m high wage …rms it must be that no high or low wage …rm has an incentive to unexpectedly switch to take the other role. But, a deviating …rm faces a di¤erent optimization problem than …rms do when playing in accordance to a candidate equilibrium. As a result, a pure strategy equilibrium cannot be guaranteed to exist.
Entry with Randomly Drawn Potential Entrants
I now return to the full model as speci…ed in Section 2, in which both buyers and sellers are distributed in accordance with independent Poisson distributions. Each seller faces a strictly positive cost of entry K; which is su¢ ciently large to guarantee a non-trivial entry decision. We note that a seller strategy is a map (a; p) : T ! [0; 1] R + where t is the probability that a seller of type t enters and p t is the price posted by type t conditional on entry. Sellers could of course in principle also randomize over prices, but as this is not possibly part of any equilibrium I have immediately imposed a pure pricing strategy.
We note that the decomposition and aggregation property imply that the total number of …rms that enter is a Poisson with expected queue length P t t m t : This follows from the same calculations as in (2) and (1). We also note that the pro…t function in (10) is the same for every type of seller, which is yet another consequence of the environmental equivalence implied by the Poisson distribution. Finally, we note that Proposition 3 implies that the pro…t function in (10) is strictly concave in its own price in the range where the seller is visited for sure. However, for asymmetric pricing strategies, the non-concavity implied by the kink created when no buyers arrive may be relevant with positive probability, so me must use a somewhat di¤erent argument than for the case with a known set of sellers to rule out asymmetric equilibria.
Proposition 7
In any equilibrium there exists a unique equilibrium price p such that p t = p . Moreover, if (a 1 ; :::; a T ) is an equilibrium entry pro…le there exists such that t = for each t such that all buyers and sellers earn the same payo¤ s as in the equilibrium with asymmetric entry:
Proof. Let p = (p 1 ; ::::; p T ) and = ( 1 ; ::::; T ) be an equilibrium price and entry strategy, which is true if and only if p t maximizes (10) for each t and each type seller is indi¤erent between entry and staying out. From Proposition 3 we know that each p t 1 e t(pt;p ;k)n is strictly concave in p in some range [0; p (p )], but has a non-concave range where no buyers visit the …rm. However, all active sellers face the same optimization problem with the same set of maximizers. Let p min be the smallest maximizer. Obviously, a seller posting p min must be visited with a strictly positive probability regardless of which sellers enter, so p min is in the range where the all pro…t functions in the support of the expected pro…t function are strictly concave, implying that (10) is strictly concave in a range around p min : We also have that the expected pro…t function is single peaked, so p min must be the unique global maximum. But all sellers face the same optimization problem, so there must be a unique price p such that p t = p for each t in any equilibrium: Since all types post the same price only the total number of entrants matter. This is distributed Poisson with parameter P t2T t m t implying that there is a symmetric randomization probability
that is consistent with equilibrium. Proposition (7) establishes that any equilibrium is payo¤ equivalent to a symmetric equilibrium. It is worth noting that this argument is considerably simpler than establishing symmetry with a known set of sellers. 1213 Imposing symmetry, write p for a generic price, p for a symmetric equilibrium price and k (p; p ) for the probability that a buyer visits a seller posting price p given that k other sellers post p : The pricing problem for a seller that enters can then be expressed as
Proposition (7) implies that any equilibrium price vector is symmetric and that the pro…t function is locally strictly concave around symmetry, so the …rst order condition
is necessary and su¢ cient. Using symmetry, we have that k (p; p ) n = n k+1 for each k 0 and that
1 2 For ease of exposition the proof of Proposition 7 uses the demand system de…ned from Poisson distributed buyers. The result holds also if the pro…t is on the general form pt i (pt; p ; k) G ( i (pt; p ; k)) under the conditions in Proposition 3. The proof is the same as the only property if the demand system that is used is that the pro…t function is strictly concave when the seller is visited with prositive probability. 1 3 Jehiel and Lamy [9] uses a Poisson entry game for similar reasons.
so we can solve for the candidate equilibrium price in closed form,
Given any 2 [0; 1] we have that p ( ) is uniquely de…ned, so we can immediately conclude that there is a unique candidate equilibrium price for every entry probability : However, in order to show that there is a unique equilibrium price given any cost of selling K we need to establish that p ( ) is monotone decreasing in as otherwise sellers could be indi¤erent between participating and staying out both at a low price and low entry equilibrium and also at a high price high entry equilibrium. Let H : G + ! R + and H : R + ! R + be de…ned as
(39)
To demonstrate that p ( ) is monotone in we show that.
Lemma 2 G ( ) is strictly decreasing and H ( ) is strictly increasing on R + :
The proof, a somewhat complicated direct computation, is relegated to the appendix. Using the monotonicity of G and H we are in a position where we can demonstrate that the price is strictly decreasing in the entry probability, as one would expect.
Lemma 3 p ( ) de…ned in (38) is strictly decreasing in :
Proof. Suppose that a 0 < a 00 : Then the Poisson with probability mass density
order stochastically dominated by the Poisson with probability mass density e ( 00 m) ( 00 m)
and since H is strictly decreasing dominance implies
Corollary 1 For any K > 0 there is a unique entry probability (K) that is consistent with an equilibrium in symmetric entry strategies. Moreover if
then (K) 2 (0; 1) and every seller that enters is indi¤ erent between entering and staying out.
If sellers have payo¤-irrelevant characteristics to condition decisions on one can construct equilibria with some types entering with a higher probability than others, but the average probability of entry is uniquely de…ned, so the equilibrium is unique in terms of both buyer and seller payo¤s.
It is interesting to note that when inequality (42) is satis…ed the distribution of active sellers is unchanged as m increases. That is, the resulting decrease in the entry probability exactly cancels the e¤ect from increasing the expected number of sellers. This is yet another illustration of how the Poisson distribution di¤ers qualitatively from having a …xed set of players. In Levin and Smith [14] , a similar type of equilibrium is constructed in a model of auctions with entry, but they …nd that increasing the set of potential bidders can decrease the e¢ ciency of the market even if the expected number of bidders is non-decreasing. This result stems from coordination costs being increasing in the number of potential bidders, essentially for the same reason as there are decreasing returns to scale in the matching function when there is a given number of buyers and sellers. In contrast, modelling the number of potential sellers as a Poisson distribution creates constant returns, which implies that the coordination costs are neutral to the number of potential sellers in the range where the entry probability is below unity.
Convergence Towards the Market Utility Benchmark
With some further notational abuse I write (K; n; m) for the unique (average) randomization probability when the cost of selling is K and there are n buyers and m potential sellers. While p ( (K; n; m)) in (38) is a deterministic number that can be thought of as an expectation (and not a random variable), it turns out that it is useful to note that G (k) and H (k) converge in probability in order to derive the (deterministic) limit of p ( (K; n; m)) as n; m ! 1 and n m ! : That is, we use the fact that the number of active sellers, k m , converges in probability to (K; n; m) in order to derive the limiting price and expected equilibrium pro…t: More formally, Chebyshev's inequality implies that Pr [jk (K; n; m) mj > m] 
as n; m ! 1, n m ! ; and (K; n; m) ! : Also note that as k n converges in probability to , we have that e k n converges in probability to e , implying that the equilibrium expected pro…t (p ( (K; n; m)) ; p ( (K; n; m)) ; (K; n; m)) ! 1 e 1 + = K
along any convergent subsequence. Since 1 e x (1 + x) is strictly increasing, there is a unique solution to 1 e 1 + = K implying that f (K; n; m)g is a convergent sequence. Hence, the right hand side of (46) is the limiting equilibrium pro…t. Also notice that the right hand side of (46) is identical to the pro…t in the market utility model and that the limiting price in (45) corresponds to the equilibrium price (27) for the equilibrium active buyer to seller ratio. We conclude that the market utility benchmark can indeed be seen as the limit a large …nite model in which both buyers and sellers are distributed in accordance with a Poisson.
Concluding Remarks
The results of this paper suggest that drawing players randomly from a Poisson distribution can be a useful compromise between a market utility model and a standard …nite directed search model. In the simplest possible setup, I demonstrated that there is no longer any need to make an equilibrium selection and that an otherwise intractable entry problem can be handled without too much di¢ culty. The added tractability should also be helpful in richer models where buyers or sellers have payo¤ relevant types, and or in models where contracts are more elaborate than posting a single price, which is a topic for future research.
I have also connected the directed search literature with the literature on supermodular games. Using a set of conditions previously used by Galenianos and Kircher [5] and Kim and Camera [11] I showed that prices are strategic complements in the sense of Milgrom and Shannon [15] . This more or less immediately implies that the equilibrium is unique as long as there is a unique symmetric pure strategy equilibrium. More generally, it also implies that there is a smallest and a largest equilibrium, both in pure strategies. This makes it relatively easy to rule out mixing in any equilibrium, which has been an issue in the previous literature. With heterogeneous pro…t functions for the sellers some work is needed, but working directly with the necessary condition for optimality I construct a rather simple proof of uniqueness of equilibria.
Supermodularity should also be useful as it generates monotone comparative statics, which should be a useful observation for the applied literature.
A Appendix
A.1 Proof of Proposition 2
Existence follows using a standard application of Kakutani's theorem along the same lines as Nash existence theorem for …nite games. Details are left to the reader.
A.1.1 Proof of Uniqueness
Proof. Suppose that for some p there are multiple solutions to (12) and (13) . Denote these by 
where the inequality follows because G is strictly decreasing and 
where the …rst inequality is equilibrium condition (13), the second is from G being strictly decreasing, the equality is equilibrium condition (12) , and the …nial inequality is because G is strictly decreasing. The …nal possibility is 00 i = 0 and 0 j = 0, in which case
again a contradiction.
A.1.2 Proof of Monotonicity in Own Price
Since weak monotonicity follows by combining the strict monotonicity in the interior range with the corner solutions I only provide proof for the strict monotonicity results. Proof. Suppose that the visitation probability is not strictly decreasing in the own price in the range where it is interior, so that 0 < i (p 0 i ; p i ) i (p 00 i ; p i ) < 1 and p 0 i < p 00 i :Then a buyer is strictly better o¤ when the price is p 0 i when going to …rm i,
Since the randomizations have to add up there must be some j such that j (p 0 i ; p i ) j (p 00 i ; p i ). We note that, since 0 < i (p 0 i ; p i ) < 1, it is without loss of generality to assume that j (p 0 i ; p i ) > 0: This follows because if j (p 0 i ; p i ) = 0, then j (p 00 i ; p i ) = 0, so there must exist some k 6 = i; j such that k (p 0 i ; p i ) k (p 00 i ; p i ) : By induction, the only possibility for no j such that
i ; p i ) = 0 for every j 6 = i, which contradicts the hypothesis i (p 0 i ; p i ) < 1: Hence, condition (12) must hold between i and j given p 0 i so that, using (A4), (12) , and (13) we obtain
A.1.3 Proof of Monotonicity in Competitor' s Price
Again, only the strict part is non-trivial. Proof. Suppose not so that i p 0 j ; p j i p 00 j ; p j and p 0 j < p 00 j : Then
It follows that k p 0 j ; p j k p 00 j ; p j for every k 6 = i; j because if k p 0 j ; p j < k p 00 j ; p j for some k then
Hence, for the randomizations to add up j p 0 j ; p j j p 00 j ; p j , which contradicting strict monotonicity of j in p j .
A.2 Proof of Lemma 1
Proof. Suppose j (p) is not strictly concave in p j . Then, there exists some exists p j and p 0 j ; p 00 j and such that
implying that there exists i 6 = j such that
as otherwise the probabilities would not sum to unity. As i p j ; p 0 j + (1 ) p 00 j > 0 in the range considered, we have that
G is increasing and strictly convex it follows that
or rearranging
which combined with (A10) gives
Multiplying both sides in (A13) with G j p j ; p 00
and rearranging the result we obtain
But, using the monotonicity properties of Proposition 2 we know that if p 0 j > p 00 j we have that j p j ; p 00 j > j p j ; p 0 j and consequently G j p j ; p 00
which is inconsistent with the randomization probabilities solving the system (12) and (13) because there must exist some k 6 = j such that k p j ; p 00 j < k p j ; p 0 j implying that
Clearly, (A15) and (A16) are inconsistent with (12) and (13) . .
A.3 Proof of Proposition 3
Proof. It is su¢ cient to show that j (p) G ( j (p)) is strictly concave as the product of a strictly concave, positive valued and decreasing function and a positive valued increasing concave function is strictly concave. We …rst note that as j G ( j ) is strictly increasing in j and j (p) is strictly concave in p j we have that
G being strictly convex implies that
and combining (A17) and (A18) we have that
where the second inequality follows because some algebra shows that
where the inequality holds because j G ( j ) and G ( j ) are both strictly decreasing in j .
A.4 Proof of Proposition 4
Proof. By di¤erentiation of the pro…t function in (14) 1 n
We note that strict convexity of 1=G and the fact that G takes on only positive values implies that
Since G ( ) is strictly increasing we obtain a su¢ cient condition for
where the …rst and the third term are strictly positive and the middle term is ambiguous. Reversing the roles of i and j in (17) , di¤erentiating the result and simplifying slightly we can express the cross derivative
where strict convexity of G and 1=G implies that
A.5 Proof of Proposition 6
As a preliminary step one notes:
Lemma A1 Suppose that G ( ) 0 for each and strictly decreasing; G ( ) is strictly increasing, and that 1=G ( ) is strictly convex. Then, G ( ) is strictly concave.
Proof. Strict convexity of Lemma A2 Suppose that p and p with p << p : Then there is at least one j such that
Proof. If not we have that j (p ) = j (p ) for each j: Evaluating the …rst order condition at p and p we can make the same argument as when ruling out multiple symmetric equilibria in (19) .
Lemma A3 Suppose that p and p with p << p and j (p ) > j (p ) : Then,
Proof. Then …rst order condition.
must hold evaluated at both p and p : We have that p << p , so h 0 j p j h 0 j p j > 0 because h j is concave and increasing. Also j (p ) > j (p ), so j (p ) G ( j (p )) > j (p ) G ( j (p )) as G ( ) is strictly increasing. Hence
Next, h j p j < h j p j as h j is increasing and
G ( ) because G ( ) is increasing and strictly concave from Lemma A1. Combining (A33) and (A34) it follows that the only way (A32) can hold evaluated at both p and p is if
To …nish the proof of Proposition 6 we …rst note that
where U (p) = (1 p j ) G 0 ( j (p)) is the equilibrium utility of the buyer. Obviously, U (p ) > U (p ) > 0 and strict convexity of
is increasing in : As j (p ) > j (p ) we conclude that
so for
it must be that
where we note that the buyer indi¤erence conditions imply that
Hence, multiplicity is only possible if
holds for every j such that j (p ) > j (p ), implying that there is some k such that k (p )
where we know that k (p )
Hence
and it follows that from (A36)
holds for every j such that j (p ) > j (p ) : But, rewriting the derivative in (A35) as
where we use that (A38) is true for all k such that k (p ) k (p ) and (A40) is true for all j such that j (p ) > j (p ) : But, again using the inequality in (A36) we …nd that
In conclusion we have that for
1 e x 1 e x (1 + x)
1 e x 1 + n (k + 1) which completes the proof.
